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We’ve had a ‘Cyril Bump’ but what now?
The whirlwind of news over the past three months has been nothing short of spectacular, much of which has been more
positive than we have become accustomed to, but sometimes leaving us thinking, ‘what has Cyril got up his sleeve?’
Amidst the positivity, we ended up with a late night cabinet reshuffle that took many by surprise, as some of the most
incompetent ministers have retained positions in the cabinet, while a new land debate has been sparked. Added to this
was the announcement of a further downgrade of Eskom, which holds a significant portion of debt, enough for the
government to be very concerned. Despite these risks that we have previously highlighted, domestic stocks on the JSE
continue to move higher, but on the other hand our Rand hedge stocks have come under pressure as a result of the
strong Rand. What is driving the domestic stocks? Foreign buyers on the JSE have all but made up the selling of the past year
to eighteen months – since December 2017, foreigners have been net buyers on the JSE to the value of almost R50bn!

Almost R20bn of purchases on the
news that Cyril Ramaphosa had
been elected….and it continued

Net selling hit a cumulative
~R90bn at October 2017

So does this continue and what do we do now? We’ve been strong advocates of the importance of maintaining balance
in a portfolio, sticking to a combination of the quality Rand hedge and domestic stocks, with a bias toward the Rand
Hedge ’defensives.’ Yes, the domestic focused stocks, especially banks / financials, local retailers and property stocks can
certainly continue to move higher, but as we have stressed on previous occasions, our market, and to a large degree,
our currency, tend to move in lock-step with other emerging markets (EM’s). As the graph below points out, we seem
to have closed the ‘discount’ that had opened between us and other EM’s, and with a more positive outlook, may trade
at a premium with time – but, we still trade in line with our peers. While there is certainly room to bring in more of a
local bias now that some of the ‘political’ risk has abated – keeping the balance in the portfolio is now just as important.

Discount opens between
us and other EM’s

Discount closes as a result of a
much improved outlook and
better sentiment
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Recent Company Updates
It can be argued that valuations seem somewhat stretched, but the bulk of recent results announcements are pointing to strong
growth, and many of the domestic focused businesses are highlighting the optmism in the country.


Discovery released stellar interim
results, with normalised HEPS (headline
earnings
per
share)
up
29%,
underpinned by a robust performance
from Vitality, with membership up
nearly 50% to over 1.7 million members.
Importantly, Ping An Health in China
and Discovery Insure in SA turned
profitable – Solid Life and Health
businesses and the potential for major
growth out of China and the new Discovery
Bank – BUT – the game changer for
Discovery is the evolution of their customer
base, keeping those that are generally
healthier and more active. This means a steady flow of premium income with a decreasing claims ratio – and big international
insurers are falling over themselves for the technology built into the Vitality system that tracks and drives this behaviour;



Bidvest managed to grow HEPS 13% during the period to end December 2017, driven by strong contributions
from associate investments, predominantly Adcock Ingram. Group revenue was boosted by contributions from
Brandcorp and Noonan, the latter being the Irish facilities management business acquired late last year – Bidvest
remains the bellweather for the local economy and the one share foreign investors will continue to drive;



BidCorp had another solid half year, with HEPS up 9% despite currency headwinds. Trading profit rose 9% in
constant currencies to R3bn, with a stand out performance from Europe. Management continues to dispose of
low-margin, non-core business units, strengthening the quality of those remaining – very low debt levels and the highly
cash generative nature of this business makes it a dripping roast for future deals or the continuation of bolt-on acquisitions;



Aspen again proved its worth with a strong performance that saw revenue and HEPS up 11% and 26%, respectively.
Growth was driven by momentum in the SA operation as well as across its thrombosis (blood thinners) and
anaesthetic portfolios – surely a higher market rating is due for a business that represents one in four scripts dispensed in
SA, one in five scripts written in Aus, first in anaesthetics globally (ex. USA), first in injectible anticoagulants globally (ex. USA),
the leading global producer of regulated hormonal products and the potential for explosive growth in baby formula in China;



FirstRand released solid results for the period ended December 2017, with normalised HEPS growing 6% while
the dividend was up 9%. This was driven by strong performances from FNB and RMB, both outperforming market
expectations – exceptionally strong franchises housed within the Group and FNB continues to lead the banking sector from
a technological standpoint;
 Standard Bank beat expectations by
growing full year HEPS 14%, underpinned by
robust constant currency growth from its
African operations, an increasingly attractive
part of the business. Importantly, both
Corporate & Investment and Personal &
Business Banking contributed double-digit
growth to the Group's earnings result – Broad
based growth across the Group but more exciting
here is that a growing domestic economy would
play right into their hands with a strong personal
banking franchise underpinned by the inherent
resilience of the mortgage loan book;
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Recent Company Updates (Continued)


BHP Billiton reported a 28% rise in underlying profit, driven by higher prices in its basket of commodities of iron
ore, copper, coal and oil. The Group is set to continue with its plan to exit its onshore US oil operations, with an
update on the bidding process expected in June 2018 – still the pick of the commodity players in terms of quality of
assets and life of mines and we might get a little bump from the unbundling or sale of the US oil business;



Shoprite turned out an excellent
performance in the difficult operating
environment to grow HEPS 14% for the
first half of its 2018 financial year. Growth
was underpinned by solid results from its
RSA Supermarkets business where it
continues to make headway into the upper
class through the Checkers brand,
increased fresh ranges and own name
brands, which are drawing over 15% of instore customers now. The Group also
announced that it will be making an initial
push into the Kenyan market with 7 new
stores, 6 of which will be in Nairobi –
Overcapitalisation in South Africa during the past few years may have been a step too far but with the tide changing and
the potential for a growing domestic economy, Shoprite is perfectly poised to capitalise!



BATS experienced a significant boost for the period to end December 2017 on the back of the acquisition of the
remaining 58% of Reynolds American. Revenue and earnings per share rose 7% and 15%, respectively, helped too
by the growing influence of Next Generation Products (NGP’s), encompassing the vapour and tobacco heating
product categories. The ever-solid Global Drive Brands (GDB’s) in Dunhill, Rothmans, Kent, Lucky Strike and Pall
Mall continue to be the backbone of the traditional tobacco business – Solid as a rock investment and shareholders
are now going to be receiving dividends on a quarterly basis, just cementing the investment case as being a cash generator
for the portfolio;



RMI continues to churn out solid numbers, reporting a 28% rise in HEPS for the half year ended December 2017.
Outside of the fantastic investment in Discovery, where it holds a 25% share, it’s 87% share in OUTsurance
delivered a commendable 11% lift in profit, driven by 60% growth in profit from its Aussie unit, Youi. In addition,
its newly acquired 29% stake in UK insurer, Hastings, grew normalised earnings 26% in GBP Sterling to its 31
December year end – Investment case underpinned by the solid large caps but the opportunity within its ‘incubation hub’
of businesses is far more exciting as is the potential for significant value uplift if and should it decide to spin off businesses
in future;
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Keeping the Balance – Adcock Ingram…The Domestic Flavour
With well recognised local brands such as Panado, Mypaid, Corenza-C and BioPlus, Adcock has made a fantastic turnaround after
years of underperformance and is well positioned to benefit from a growing domestic economy and further strengthening or
stabilization of the Rand.
Adcock reported 33% growth in headline
earnings per share (HEPS) for the 6 months
ended December 2017, its fourth consecutive
period of double-digit growth and third
consecutive increase of over 25%. The business
has underperformed for several years on the
back of unsuccessful acquisitions in Africa and
India, followed by a bidding war for the Group
between Chilean-based pharma company, CFR,
and Bidvest. After somewhat of a pyric victory
by Bidvest, who, together with the PIC, took
control of the Group, Adcock refocused its
attention back on its home market.
Adcock has been trading in a sweet spot for the
past 18 months, driven by generous single-exit
price (SEP) increases and a strengthening local
currency. The SEP mechanism in South Africa
lists the maxmimum price at which a medicine may be sold - dispensers may then charge an additional dispensing fee,
depending on the price of the medicine. Imports represent just over one third of Adcock’s total product cost, providing
a strong benefit during the last period, with the rand 11% stronger against its basket of currencies, on average. Adcock
is the largest manufacturer of over-the-counter (OTC) products in South Africa, selling two in every five Schedule 1 &
2 products in the private sector, with brands including Adco-Dol, Corenza-C, Allergex, Citro-Soda, Alcophyllex and
Mypaid. This division was again the standout performer for the Group during the period, growing trading profit 24%,
with the margin up 2.2pp to 18.7%. Average selling price increases of nearly 9% underpinned the 10% increase in revenue.
The top 10 brands in the OTC portfolio generate close to 60% of its revenue and adding new products, through a
combination of acquisitions or marketing and distribution agreements, as well as range extensions to existing products,
have been key contributors to the strong growth generated over the last 2 years.
Adcock is the third largest prescription pharma company in SA based on value and the second largest by volume, holding
a 9% script share. This division has benefitted from strong growth in antiretroviral (ARV) sales to the private sector
following approval by the Discovery Health Medical Scheme, and is currently on trial with Medshceme. Private sector
ARV sales increased 30% during the period, with the Group’s market share rising to 14%. Trivenz, Adcock’s triple
combination ARV, is now the largest product by sales in the division, and higher output through its facility has reduced
unit costs, boosting trading margin, which was up 1.5pp to 13%. According to IQVIA (previously IMS), Adcock grew total
private sector prescription sales 10% over the last year, compared to market growth of 9%, with ethical (non-generic)
sales up 12% compared to 7% growth from the market. Eight of Adcock’s top ten prescription products grew by doubledigits over the last year.
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Keeping the Balance – Adcock Ingram…The Domestic Flavour (Continued)
The Consumer division distributes and sells non-scheduled pharma and other unregulated health products through both
FMCG (fast moving consumer goods) and in-pharmacy channels. Its top 10 brands – Panado, BioPlus, Probiflora, Compral,
Cepacol, GynaGuard, ViralGuard, Gummy Vites, Codral and AthroGuard – contribute ~91% of revenue. For the period,
the division grew revenue and trading profit 10% and 12%, respectively, with results boosted by the acquisition of the
Island Tribe range of sunscreens in the second half of FY17 – the bolt on strategy that management are using to good
effect in the business.
The Hospital division generates around 40% - 50% of sales from a long-standing licensing relationship with Baxter
Healthcare, consisting of large blood bags which are sold to blood collection agencies in SA, as well as more specialised
products around haemophilia, renal and injectables. The Group’s Aeroton facility is the only plant in Africa that
manufactures medical-grade sheeting, which is processed into bags of sterilised fluid for medicinal purposes. In a JV with
Netcare, Adcock owns 50% the National Renal Care Centre (NRC), the largest renal care service provider in SA, in
addition to being the biggest supplier of large-volume parenterals (intravenous solutions), predominantly to the State, as
well as being the market leader in regional anaesthesia. The division was recently awarded more than 80% of the three
year government tender for large-volume parenterals, which will result in ~R170m / annum (14% of FY17 Hospitals
revenue) in revenue over the next three years.
Adcock ended December 2017 in a net cash position
of just under R500m, well below peak net debt of
R1.3bn at the end of FY13. Failed international forays
of previous years led to the disposal of its Indian sales
and marketing business (Cosme Pharma) in October
2016 for R328m, after acquiring the business in 2013
for R822m, and a 53% stake in Ayrton (Ghana) in
December 2016 for R11m.
Outlook
The generous SEP increases in November 2016
(2.9%) and February 2017 (7.5%) provided a tailwind
to top line growth for the Group’s two largest
divisions over the last 18 months. Adcock generates
65% of its revenue from products that fall under SEP
regulations, with Prescription (100%) and OTC
(84%) products accounting for the bulk of this. In
response to the strength in the Rand, the Department of Health approved only a 1.26% SEP increase, effective February
2018, putting downward pressure on revenue growth for these segments moving forward. The obvious upside to its
imports are the stregthened local unit, and at current rates versus the USD and Euro, the lower cost of imported
products and active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) will more than offset the impact on trading profit margins.
Results in the second half of FY18 will be boosted by the Genop acquisition, a business focused in ophthalmics,
optometry, skincare, aesthetics and plastic surgery, and the Group’s largest since being spun out of Tiger Brands in 2008.
The product portfolio generates ~R400m (6% of exp. 2018 Group revenue) in revenue and ~R120m (15% of exp. trading
profit) in operating profit per year. The Epimax product range is its largest, generating around R100m in annual sales.
Bidvest still owns 38% of Adcock and has made no secret of the non-core nature of the holding, creating an overhang
on Adcock’s share price. At Bidvest’s interim results presentation held on the 26th of February, CEO, Lindsay Ralphs said
that the ideal buyer would be a company with strong BEE credentials, adding to Adcock’s already Level 3 B-BBEE score,
putting the Group in a favourable position to win additional government tenders going forward.
With a portfolio of market-leading brands in the OTC and Consumer segments, Adcock is in a strong position to benefit
from an uptick in consumer spending. The Group’s net cash position and strong free cash flow generation will continue
to enable it to supplement its organic growth with further acquisitions, driving expectations for robust HEPS growth in
the medium-term. Trading on an FY18 expected price-earnings ratio of 17.9x, Adcock is attractively priced relative to
its opportunities and compared to other listed consumer goods companies.
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Keeping the Balance – ABInbev…Poised for Global Growth
Synergies are being extracted at a faster pace than expected (they’ve cut a business almost the size of Spar out of the combined
Group!), growth is gaining traction with an acceleration into Q4 of 2017 – and let’s not forget that the 2022 executive incentive
package is based on $100bn in revenue, from the current $56bn reported - that’s an 80% growth target!
ABInbev ended its first full year following the SAB merger with a bang, reporting its strongest growth in organic revenue
and profit yet. In 2017, revenue increased in nine of the Group’s top ten markets, and it continues to deliver on its
synergy guidance, removing more than $1.3bn in costs. This brings to $2.1bn in total since the close of the deal and it
remains on track to deliver on target of $3.2bn in synergies within 4 years, excluding topline and working capital benefits.
ABInbev has a portfolio of 500 global,
international and local beer brands,
the strength of which is corroborated
by brand equity data compiled by
Brandz, which shows that the Group
owns seven of the top ten and four of
the top five most valuable beer
brands in the world. Group revenue
increased 5.1% on an organic basis
for the year, driven by its global
brands, Budweiser, Stella Artois and
Corona, which grew revenue 9.5%.
The launch of these brands in
previously SAB-dominated markets,
particularly Colombia, Peru, Ecuador,
South Africa and Australia, were a
strong driver of the increase. The launch of Stella Artois in legacy SAB markets contributed nearly a fifth of the brand’s
revenue growth for the year and outside of their home markets (Budweiser in US; Stella Artois in Belgium; Corona in
Mexico), these global brands grew revenue nearly 17%, now contributing 18% and 19% of Group beer volume and
revenue, respectively.
ABInbev has an enviable track record of organic revenue growth over the last 5 years, outperforming all global consumer
goods conglomerates. In a world where large consumer goods companies are struggling to grow the topline, ABInbev’s
growth over the last year, and opportunities to continue the trend, set it apart from its peers.
Average Organic Revenue Growth Rates over the Last 5-Years
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Keeping the Balance – ABInbev…Poised for Global Growth (Continued)
Premiumisation and category expansion in the more mature markets have and will continue to drive above-market
growth in revenue in the medium-term. The Group recently launched the “High End Company”, a business unit consisting
of its global, specialty and craft beer brands. The unit was established in 22 markets to drive premiumization, boosting
revenue per hectolitre and operating margins. In 2017, the unit generated revenue of $4.6bn, up 26% over the prior
year, with volumes up nearly 18%. In terms of category expansion opportunity, ABInbev is positioning its craft and
flavoured beer portfolios to take market share from other alcohol categories such as spirits, wine and ciders. Flavoured
beer presents a strong opportunity to boost consumption within mixed gender and other occasions that have historically
been owned by other alcohol categories. Two examples of the early success in the flavoured beer category are Flying
Fish in South Africa, which grew volumes over 60% in 2017 and Cubanisto, a rum-flavoured beer which grew revenue
over 40% for the year.

The outlook for the Group over the next year remains strong, with an additional benefit expected from the FIFA World
Cup to be held in Russia, of which Budweiser is a principal sponsor. The annualization of the benefit arising from synergies
extracted over the last 18 months will continue to result in profits outpacing revenue growth. Reducing the Group’s
high level of debt remains a priority in the medium-term, as it targets a net debt / EBITDA (earnings before interest, tax,
depreciation & amortization) of 2x, compared to 4.8x at the end of 2017. Ongoing expansion and penetration of the
global brands into legacy SAB markets is expected to underpin robust growth in revenue per hectolitre for the Group
over the next year. ABInbev offers a compelling investment opportunity that encompasses strong growth potential in
what is a defensive industry. And to highlight again - the 2022 executive incentive target of generating $100bn in revenue
(2017: $56bn) is also always back-of-mind…
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Pieces that Caught our Attention
Interesting to see that the Cape /
Johannesburg flight route was the 9th
busiest in the world last year. Impressive in
the context that our competitors are mainly
mega-cities, and also highlights that we
were still ticking over despite the ‘doom and
gloom’ of last year.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Online streaming the way of the future – what
happens to the traditional model of pay-tv?
These graphs on the right say a lot about the future of
television and cable / subscription TV. The bulk of the cost
of a subscription package normally relates to the sports
channels – South Africa is one of the only countries in the
world that has access to all Premier League Football games
– without having to pay for additional viewing. PPV (Pay-perview) is the norm in many developed countries like the US,
where customers get a standard ‘cheap’ subscription
package and then pay to watch a single event, normally
sporting.
In the boxing bout dubbed the ‘Fight of the Century’ between
Floyd Mayweather Jnr and Manny Pacquiao, HBO had 4.6
million pay per view buys that generated ~$400 million!
And this is the very reason why Disney is wanting to get their
hands on Sky, which owns 21st Century Fox, and the all
important content that draws customers to their screens.
Netflix has also jumped on the ‘content’ bandwagon and
now owns series such as House of Cards – they are going
to need to step up to the plate as Disney has announced
they will be taking their content off the Netflix platform from
2019 – hopefully all this competition will result in better
quality and better priced alternatives for consumers!
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Pieces that Caught Our Attention (Continued)
For anyone out there concerned about long term growth, the graph below points out the projected growth in selected city populations
– this migration in particular drives measurable economic growth as these new city slickers need a place to stay and cars to drive
(mortgages and vehicle finance from banks) and increase the spend at local shops and restaurants (benefitting retailers) and of
course the ancillary services that comes with increased population such as needing more plumbers, electricians, teachers etc – and
so the knock on continues…

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

It’s not only ABInbev that are hoping for a stronger
USD to bring their Budweiser profits back into
reported Euro’s – China and Japan are enormous
holders of US debt, over $1 trillion each – and yes,
while it does say they hold a certain amount of
protection and security in US treasuries, a sell-off by
either one of these nations could be fairly damaging
to the US…
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Article of the Month – Great Products vs Great Businesses
In a world where convenient ‘apps’ are $ billion businesses, this article gives some food for thought!
Great Products vs Great Businesses
By Morgan Housel
In January 2004, when Facebook was a days-old dorm room project, Mark Zuckerberg was asked by a friend whether he
thought his social network would make money. “Well I don’t know business stuff,” Zuckerberg responded over IM. “I’m
content to make something cool.” From that moment through today, Facebook’s market cap has increased by $964 per
second. So the business stuff worked itself out.
But we have to acknowledge how rare this is. Because the business world is increasingly filled with something that makes
me nervous: Great products with little to no sustainable business model backing them, driven by the expectation that,
like Facebook, if users enjoy the product enough, sufficient money will follow. Something that should be more obvious
than it is that the gap between a great product and a great business can be ten miles wide. Often times that gap is
correlated: The reason some products become popular is because users aren’t paying a sustainable price for them.
They’re getting investor-subsidized services, and of course they like that.
Start with some loose definitions:
• A product is something that solves someone’s problem.
• A business is a product that works so well that people will pay more than it costs to produce.
Just separating those out as two different things is important, because while every great business is backed by a great
product, not every great product turns into a great business. Making a business work requires mastering a series of steps,
each one harder than the one before it. I call it the hierarchy of profit:

Great products live in the top few bars of this pyramid. Getting from there to the bottom is incredibly hard. Brent
Beshore says building a company is like getting punched in the face while eating glass. It doesn’t happen overnight, and
figuring out how to make it work means running losses for a period of time. But losses come in different flavors. There
is a difference between a company that loses money because it’s investing in the infrastructure needed to become a
profitable company, and a company that loses money because it can’t charge customers a price that reflects what it costs
to run the business. But we often conflate the two, treating all loss-making startups with a sense of, “It’s OK, they’re
growing.” (Fred Wilson has a great post on how much burn is reasonable).
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Article of the Month – Great Products vs Great Businesses (Continued)
When Stitch Fix announced it was going public last month, people were shocked at how strong its financials were. Stitch
Fix had profits. It actually asked customers for more money than it cost to run the business. People who study young
tech companies were floored: “Stitch Fix files for IPO… and miraculously, they’re almost profitable.” “$1B IPO and
Profitable…a word rarely seen in any tech company overview.” “Stitch Fix’s IPO Showcases the Rarest of Unicorn
Traits—Profit.”
Stitch Fix should be praised because it’s built an awesome business. Several other startups have done the same:
Sweetgreen and Simply Gum come to mind. But it’s disheartening how unusual this financial success is treated, particularly
at companies that are five or more years old. It’s treated as rare because we – investors, entrepreneurs, journalists –
have become too comfortable with companies that make awesome products but don’t have an awesome business. Or
any business. Part of this has to do with how the venture capital industry has evolved in recent years. Companies are
staying private longer than they used to. So venture investors that specialize in the early phase of big-losses-becausewe’re-investing-in-what-it-takes-to-build-a-profitable-business have found themselves holding mature companies that in a
different era would have been passed onto investors who demanded a sustainable business model with profits. In any
other era, Uber, Airbnb, Pinterest, and others all would have been public companies by now. And public markets almost
certainly wouldn’t let losses pile up for as long as they have. We’ve seen this with Blue Apron and Snap, whose shares
have fallen between 50% and 70% since going public just months ago. Both make amazing products that attracted armies
of users, which VC investors oogled over. But public investors took one look at their business models and said, “What
the hell is this?!” Who knows what that means for their future as standalone companies.
Facebook probably set a bad precedent, giving founders and investors the impression that you should just focus on
product and when the time comes all you have to do is flip the advertising switch and poof, you’ll create a money machine.
It rarely happens that way. Or anything even close to it. One of my fears is that we’ll look back at the last decade of
innovation and realize we were good at making awesome products, but didn’t realize the full potential of those products
because we didn’t focus enough on sustaining them with viable businesses. A common phrase I hear from founders is, “I
want to build a company that lasts a generation.” I love it – it’s the perfect attitude. But the best way to fulfill that vision
has to be building a great business with the same passion that’s given to building a great product. And that strategy should
be implemented early on, ingrained in the company’s culture and viewed as an integral part of controlling your company’s
destiny. This doesn’t have anything to do with appeasing greedy investors. And it doesn’t have anything to do with taking
away focus from your product. It’s almost the opposite. Zuckerberg, to his credit, figured this out. When Facebook went
public, its S-1 said, “Simply put: we don’t build services to make money; we make money to build better services.”
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